Modernizing societies become increasingly dependent on critical infrastructures (CRITIS), one of the most important of which is the road network. Road networks are vulnerable to hazards from the natural environment (e.g. extreme weather conditions, seismic and volcanic events, and landslides) and social environment (e.g. intentional attacks, traffic jams, roadblocks). Conversely, road networks impose vulnerability on their social environment (e.g. on people trying to leave disaster zones). Investigating the particular vulnerability of a given road network in order to increase its resilience is crucial for disaster risk reduction by spatial planning. However, in many cases in developing countries, the vulnerability of people still seems more pressing than the vulnerability of CRITIS. This paper develops an approach for investigating road network vulnerability in developing regions, using a Chilean example. However, the approach is sufficiently generic to be applied to comparable situations in other countries.
Introduction
Critical infrastructures (CRITIS), such as road networks, and electricity, telecommunication, health and IT infrastructures, are becoming ever-more important in the course of societal development: people's everyday lives increasingly depend upon these infrastructures. At the same time, CRITIS are vulnerable to adverse man-made and natural effects (Murray & Grubesic, 2007) . Even the failure of a single CRITIS can have severe human, economic, social and political consequences (Chang, McDaniels, Mikawoz, & Peterson, 2007; Boin & McConnell, 2007; LaPorte, 2007) . However, the interdependency of infrastructures typically causes cascade effects, where the failure of one infrastructure causes the failure of another (Rinaldi, Peerenboom, & Kelly, 2001; Little, 2002) . People quickly become affected by such cascading effects if healthcare systems are involved (Arboleda, Abraham, Richard, & Lubitz, 2006) . For example, an earthquake causing an electric power outage which leaves a hospital without electricity for too long or the isolation of the hospital from road connections quickly threatens human lives. For such cases, the 2016 World Risk Report pinpoints exactly the linkages between transportation infrastructure and disaster risk, and discusses the importance of having redundant transportation infrastructure (Garschagen, Hagenlocher, Sabelfeld, & Lee, 2016) . Hence, the vulnerability of CRITIS has to be analysed and understood in order to develop disaster risk reduction (DRR) strategies (Kröger, 2008; Murray & Grubesic, 2007) .
While infrastructure is usually well developed within urban centres (in most countries), it is frequently less developed in peripheral spaces (Seitz & Licht, 1995) . This phenomenon heightens spatial disparities, which can cause negative effects on spatial development (Wu & Gopinath, 2008; Venables, 2005; Rodriguez-Pose & Gill, 2004) . Hence, especially in emergency situations, but also for regional development during post-disaster phases, analyses of CRITIS are important in developing countries.
This article exemplifies these issues using a Chilean example, tailoring and adapting existing methodologies to the requirements found there.
Central Chile: Related work in CRITIS
In a seminal article, Hollnagel (2011) defines safety as 'the ability to succeed under varying conditions' (p. 1). Complementing research on circumstances under which infrastructures fail, analysing the conditions under which they work well is the way to more resilient infrastructures. In this context, resilience is defined as 'the intrinsic ability of a system to adjust its functioning prior to, during, or following changes and disturbances, so that it can sustain required operations under both expected and unexpected conditions' (Hollnagel, 2011) (p. 16) . Hence, resilience depends on the following key abilities.
The first is learning from past events to know, what has happened (i.e. disaster analyses). The second is responding correctly to actual events by knowing what to do (i.e. effective emergency response). The third step is monitoring what is critical in order to know what to look for (e.g. early warning systems). Finally, the fourth key ability is the anticipation of potential events, on which The second and third key abilities depend for knowing what to expect (e.g. through disaster simulation).
Hollnagels rationale is used to structure the literature survey on road network vulnerability in Chile (Section 3 below). The study concentrates on the fourth cornerstone: anticipation by analysing critical scenarios of road network failure. Most closely related to this approach are two studies. Miquel, Mery, & Novoa (2010) explicitly analyse the vulnerability of roads in Chile under conditions of snow and ice in mountainous areas, due, notably, to the different road materials used (outside urban spaces, only major roads are paved). They conclude that unpaved roads especially need attention through maintenance and stabilization. The authors' focus is on the vulnerability of roads as physical objects, however; they do not discuss road networks as topological objects. Dueñas-Osorio & Kwasinski (2012) analyse CRITIS interdependencies and cascading effects in the face of the 27F Maule earthquake. They conclude that vulnerability to disasters could be reduced by exploiting couplings between systems (e.g. between telecommunication and power systems).
Regarding the third cornerstone, monitoring, several studies have discussed the need to increase urban or coastal resilience to natural hazards (predominantly tsunamis) through spatial planning. General argumentations for this have been published by Camus, Arenas, Lagos, & Romero (2016) , Khew et al. (2015) , Tomita et al. (2016) . Some particular case studies include suggestions regarding roads and road networks, but do not present complete CRITIS analyses (Villagra, Herrmann, Quintana, & Sepulveda, 2016; Lunecke-Herrmann, 2015; Leon & March, 2014; Contreras & Winckler, 2013; Herrmann, 2013; MonsalvesGavilan, Pincheira-Ulbrich, & Mendoza, 2013) .
Regarding the first cornerstone, learning from past disasters, a large body of literature exists. These studies analyse thoroughly the damage to CRITIS, roads among them, and present summaries of the consequences of the damage. They include analyses of the 27F Maule earthquake (León & March, 2016; Evans & McGhie, 2011; Abrahamczyk, Maiwald, Schwarz, & Lobos, 2010; Elnashai et al., 2010; Moehle, Riddell, & Boroschek, 2010; Tang et al., 2010; ) ; Aravena, Cataan, & Guerra (2010) have a particular focus on institutional and social drivers and consequences (); other articles concern volcanic eruptions (Elissondo et al., 2016; Wilson, Cole, Stewart, Cronin, & Johnston, 2011) .
Advanced insights exist into several major disasters and their consequences, as discussed in some of the studies referred to above. Furthermore, focused analyses of other potential cornerstones in spatial planning for urban and coastal settings exist. However, the analysis of CRITIS vulnerability and strategies for increasing resilience could be improved. This is particularly true for rural areas, which tend to be neglected by Chilean planning authorities. Coastal and urban areas receive much greater consideration. This study strives to provide a contribution to both areas: (1) it provides a methodology for explicit analyses of CRITIS vulnerability, presenting first results; (2) it focusses on the rural, peripheral space. Thus, this contribution aims to help create the second cornerstone of resilience for the Chilean road network -how to respond correctly to emergencies.
Overview of CRITIS research into road network vulnerability
Following the seminal article by Berdica (2002) , numerous studies on road network vulnerability have been published. It is beyond the scope of this article to provide an exhaustive review, but for examples see , , Wang et al. (2014) , Jenelius & Mattsson (2012) , and Murray, Matisziw, & Grubesic (2008) . Due to the large number of scientific disciplines and research questions involved, the field of research is diverse. Approaches are distinguished by: (1) the overarching research perspective on the particular problems (e.g. engineering sciences, mathematics, system theory, risk research, game theory, spatial economy, geography, spatial planning); (2) the operationalization of the road network; (3) the vulnerability concept (e.g. node-based vulnerability, vulnerability measures based on connectivity or accessibility, or conceptualized via reliability) and (4) the metric or indices applied to measure vulnerability. Mattsson and Jenelius (2015) propose to distinguish between topological approaches on the one hand, and further approaches based on graph theory or system-based approaches. The latter types of approach additionally consider both the supply and the demand sides of road networks, which can be represented by numerical values for the flows along the network (e.g. travel time, traffic flow, logistic cost etc.), or can be based on less data-intensive indices, e.g. reduced accessibility (Taylor, Sekhar, & D'Este, 2006) .
Which approach is applied in a particular study will basically depend on (1) the research or management problem at hand, and (2) the data available to solve it.
Developing an approach for Central Chile
Within Chile as a whole, the road network is vulnerable to numerous natural hazards (earthquakes, landslides, tsunamis), but also to events of human origin. Human action can reduce the usability of the road network, for instance by traffic jams or diverse road blocks, intentional attack, labour strikes etc. To give an example: many Chilean roads are toll roads. The toll-gates and tollbooths are operated by people. During disasters, the toll-gates may become additional obstacles, for instance by being damaged or by slowing down traffic, or by operators not appearing for work because they are themselves escaping the area. The tollgates may thus hamper the disaster response by impeding transport into or evacuation out of affected places. Hence, road network vulnerability has to be assessed using an approach that accounts for road failures due to social as well as natural events.
Such an approach has been published by and Keller & Atzl (2014) and is based on systems theory (mainly in the version of Günter Ropohl (2012) ). It considers the infrastructure as a system. In the environment of this system, other systems are found (the social system and the natural system). To reduce complexity, the reality of each system is not analysed in its entirety, but only the processes at the system/environment borders (see Figure  1) . Each of the systems operates autonomously, and in each system, certain events can promote or hamper the functioning of other systems. Although the drivers of these events may be hard to track within the systems, they become obvious at the system/environment border. For instance, the seismic mechanisms underlying an earthquake do not need to be fully grasped for infrastructure planning. What is important is how they relate to the road network. Seismic mechanisms cross the system/environment border as seismic events that disrupt roads. The infrastructure planner merely needs to ask where such disruptions are most probable, or where they would be most critical. The same is true for the social environment. The social and institutional mechanisms leading to a labour strike may be irrelevant to the infrastructure planner, as long as it becomes clear how they cross the system/environment border (for instance, as roads blocked during demonstrations, or tollbooths that are closed). Atzl and Keller (2013) A second challenge of this study in Chile relates to data availability. Data-demanding approaches, requiring traffic flow data for instance, are simply unfeasible in Chile due to the limited amount of data available. Moreover, such approaches may impose other constraints. The more complex the data is, the greater the uncertainty about possible consequences in cases of disasters. While the traffic flow into an urban centre on a regular business day may be perfectly understood, the situation may change dramatically in an emergency. Hence, our approach builds upon less complex datasets. The demand-side of the road network is represented simply by how it is supposed to be used in an emergency -that is, by people trying to reach service centres or to be evacuated from them. The approach of this study builds upon graph theory, incorporating additional information. Finally, since the approach is incorporated into spatial planning, it needs to describe road network vulnerability in a spatially explicit way.
Vulnerability indicators: Remoteness Index
Taylor & Susilawati (2012) conceptualize road network vulnerability using a remoteness index (originally presented by GISCA (2009)), which is calculated for each of the nodes N of a graph G. They call the remoteness index 'ARIA', standing for 'A Remoteness Index of Australia'. The rationale behind ARIA is not only to conceptualize the remoteness of a location on the basis of its position N within the graph G, but also to maintain a spatially explicit representation . Each geographical location, represented by coordinates (x, y), has a certain geographical distance dL(x, y) to its nearest service centres L. In the original article byTaylor & Susilawati (2012), service centres L are towns or cities, categorized according to the size of their population (see Table 1 ), and dL(x, y) is the distance a person has to travel along the road network, represented by E, to reach a service centre. As one would intuitively expect, the greater the distance dL(x, y), the 'more remote' a place is considered to be. Since not only the largest next service centre, but the nearest service centre of any size may be relevant to people, the index is summed over the distances dL (x, y) . ARIA is calculated as follows:
Here, ��� (x, y) is the average road distance of all places to their nearest category-L centre. Due to this normalization, ARIA does not try to identify absolute remoteness (interpreted as the total distance of a place from its service centre), but relative remoteness: it tries to identify places that are more remote than other places within the same region. Furthermore, by applying a minimum function with an upper threshold of 3, ARIA introduces some outlier control. If the distance dL(x, y) of a place is more than three times greater than the average distance dL(x, y), its actual value is no longer relevant, but is limited to 3 instead. As pointed out by Taylor and Susilawati (2012) , regional focusses of the remoteness R may be easily defined by introducing weighting functions w(x, y) ≥ 0, modifying to:
Places x, y may be given a weight of w(x, y) = 1 if they are inhabited places, but a larger weight of w(x, y) = 2 if particularly vulnerable people live there. For instance, places where many elderly people live (e.g. retirement homes) may be prioritized in disaster risk reduction by giving them a greater w(x, y). As pointed out by Murray & Grubesic (2007) and Schintler, Gorman, Kulkarni, & Stough (2007) , vulnerability analyses should therefore be based upon two focal aspects:
• Identifying vulnerable nodes N • Identifying critical edges E Taylor & Susilawati (2012) follow a similar approach, operationalizing a locality as vulnerable if the loss of a small number of edges E significantly raises the remoteness R. An edge E is considered critical if its loss leads to a significant increase of the remoteness of a sufficiently large number of nodes N. The initial remoteness of a place R 0 (x, y) may be analysed under failure simulations of road networks (Schintler, Gorman, Kulkarni, & Stough, 2007) . For instance, a certain edge E may be deleted from the initial graph G 0 , modifying it to G 1 , and the remoteness is recalculated as R 1 (x, y) .
The identification of vulnerable nodes can be performed straightforwardly by defining an upper lower threshold ΚE of the edges that would have to fail to cause ∆ ( , ) ≥ 1. ΚE= 3 states that if not more than 3 edges E are disrupted to double a location's remoteness R(x,y), the location at (x,y) is considered vulnerable. On the other hand, an edge E is considered critical if its disruption in G 1 causes at least ΚN nodes to suffer a ∆ ( , ) ≥ 1. Finally, ARIA is designed to be interpolated over an entire study region. To do this, Taylor & Susilawati (2012) provide theoretical foundations that use integral functions, which, in practice, are unnecessarily complex. In this study, therefore, the interpolation is done by geostatistical techniques.
The system-oriented approach described above will be operationalized as follows. As shown in Section 4.1, the road network is interpreted as a graph G with nodes N and edges E. Any process in the environment of the infrastructure system affecting its functioning is operationalized as events Ω on N and E. For instance, damage to a particular road Ei will be modelled as Ω: ∃ E i → ∄E i . Any failure of a service facility in a particular place Ni will be modelled as Ω: ∈ → ∉ . Any deterioration in quality of road Ei (caused e.g. by blocking evacuation routes) will be modelled as Ω: 1 ( ) > 0 ( ). Of course, events Ω can be modelled in a probabilistic fashion depending on particular conditions cn, i.e. as (Ω| 1 , 2 , … , ). Here, the systemic approach described above comes into play. Infrastructure is embedded into social and natural environments, which are epistemologically heterogeneous. For instance, the natural environment is epistemologically deterministic (although frequently it has to be understood in a stochastic or chaotic fashion), and the social environment is contingent (although probabilistic assumptions can frequently be made). Now, having separated the various systems in which infrastructure (represented by G(N, E) ) is embedded, defining the events depends on the scientific contributions of social and natural scientists. They can apply their models in their usual fashion, as long as they are able to reformulate their outcomes as (Ω| 1 , 2 , ). Such a system-oriented approach is helpful to consistently describe and analyse the complexity of the socio-technical embedding of the road network, without having to relate to the complexity of the systems involved in its entirety. This is because the subsystems involved are independent of each other, leaving the investigations into their particular properties to disciplinary scientists, who afterwards are 'obliged' only to translate outcomes into (Ω| 1 , 2 , ). From the perspective of the infrastructure research, then, it is irrelevant how Ω was defined in the first place. Every such Ω and its consequences can be analysed in a consistent fashion.
Modifying ARIA for developing regions: ARI Differences from developed regions that require adaption
Chile is characterized by various particularities, which require adaptation. Firstly, spatial disparities are immense in Chile -especially in regions distant from the capital, Santiago de Chile. Chile's unique geography, ranging over 4,300 km from north to south and only 180 km on average from east to west, implies large latitudinal disparities at the national level. More importantly, the political, administrative and economic system is relatively centralized, causing considerable disparities between urban and peripheral areas (Nolte, 2004) . The same holds true at the regional level. For instance, Región XI de Aysen, covers an area of 108,494 km 2 and has 94,271 inhabitants, a population density of only 0.9 people/km 2 . Most people, 65%, live in the two largest cities -Coyhaique and Puerto Aysen. Región XI is thus characterized by large spatial disparities. While 65% of the population live at no distance from a service centre, the remainder may have to travel hundreds of kilometres to get to one.
Secondly, especially in regions such as Región XI, the interpretation of a 'service centre' may be different. Since the remoteness index is supposed to be applied to the whole of Chile, one has to take into account that the capital of the Región Metropolitana (RM) (Santiago de Chile) has over 6.5 million inhabitants, and the capital of the Región V (Valparaíso) has 280,000 inhabitants. In contrast, the capital of Región XI, Coyhaique, has only 44,500 inhabitants. Nonetheless, at least in a political and administrative sense, the cities are functionally equal. Hence, service centres ought not to be categorized according to their population. Furthermore, whereas one service centre may possess a hospital but no fire station, the situation may be the opposite elsewhere. Hence, emergency agencies and other actors relevant in cases of natural disasters may not all be found in the same place.
Thirdly, road conditions differ within Chile. Only major roads and a limited proportion of minor roads are paved. These differences have to be taken into account by adapting ARIA to the Chilean context. (Such a modification is realized in the next section.) The fourth particularity is the lack of complex traffic data in Chile (such as travel time, traffic flow, probability of traffic jams). Such data either do not exist or are unavailable. It should also be noted that the traffic situation in Chile is different from developed regions. While in many European countries traffic jams on interurban roads are frequent, they occur almost exclusively within urban areas in Chile. The fifth argument is the lack of information about travel behaviour specifically during disasters in Chile. If one uses more complex datasets, performing disaster scenario analysis depends on knowledge about how, for example, travel flow changes in the face of disaster, but such knowledge is hardly available in developing regions.
These five particularities make it necessary to adapt the methodology. No complex datasets should be required in order to perform disaster analysis in developing regions; road quality must be taken into account; the definition of service centres should be adapted appropriately; and finally, the threshold for remoteness needs to be adapted.
Mathematical adaptions for the requirements of developing regions
The particularities in Chile are mathematically accounted for as follows. Firstly, the greater spatial disparities do not allow for limiting the dL(x, y)/dL(x, y) to an upper value of three by applying the minimum function. The minimum function performs outlier control. It limits to the value of 3 the distances to service facilities L for particular places with dL(x, y)/dL(x, y) > 3. While the mathematics are straightforward, the logic behind this needs some explanation. ARIA assumes that places which are more remote than three times the average are extraordinary phenomena, because the 'typical' place in the Australian study region is not extremely isolated (i.e. it is not more than three times the average of other places): places in the Australian study region are more or less homogeneously dispersed (see Taylor & Susilawati (2012) , Figure 1 , p. 766). Note that this is not true for Chile (or other developing regions). Here, places are considerably more dispersed. Some places, e.g. in Región XI, are much more isolated than three times the average (see Section 2). By defining the minimum function on an upper threshold of 3, a place 30 kilometres from the nearest hospital, for example, would be treated in the same way as one that was 300 kilometres from the nearest hospital (assuming an average distance of 10 kilometres). This, of course, would not adequately describe regional conditions. Keeping in mind, particularly, that the methodology developed here is intended to be sufficiently generic to be applied to different regions worldwide (it will be uploaded via QGIS repositories once finished), a slight adaptation has to be made: the upper limit of 3 is replaced by an upper limit of in the remoteness function, where is region-specific and can be defined by the researcher according to regional conditions. This adaptation is mathematically simple; it represents a modification which is relevant to regional science (see Sections 1, 2 and 5.1.).
Secondly, as stated above, service centres (termed L by Taylor and Susilawati (2012) ) are defined differently. Instead of cities of different sizes, here, Ls are agencies or services required in disasters (see Table 2 ). The rationale behind this is that, in an emergency, injured people will have to travel not to the nearest city, but to the nearest hospital. In case of fire, help will not necessarily come from the nearest city, but from the closest fire station. And finally, people will depend on the nearest supplies of food and water. Hence, service centres are differentiated functionally and not according to their populations. We therefore refer to them as Fs.
Thirdly, the differences in road network quality have to be addressed. Travelling along a dirt road takes considerably longer than travelling along a paved or even a gravel road. ARIA does not integrate travel time parametrically, and this is not altered in our method. Including travel time explicitly, as other approaches do, increases the amount of data required to a level that cannot be maintained in Chile (where, for most situations, travel time data are not available). In addition, even if data were available, including travel time explicitly would not be relevant. The aim of this approach is to identify peripheral spaces and not to make assumptions about individual mobility. Consequently, we introduce a weighting parameter ωT = f (rT ), where rT is the type of road. The parameter is set as ωT = 1 for paved roads, is ωT = 3 for gravel roads and ωT = 6 for dirt roads. Road quality is set as ωT = 1 for paved roads, ωT = 3 for gravel roads, and ωT = 6 for dirt roads. Note that these values are not taken explicitly from the literature; they come from the experience of the authors who, during the last six years, have spent several months investigating in Chile. However, comparative studies from Chile (for several types of vehicles and different road materials) come to similar values (Echaveguren & Arellano, 2015; Arcos, Sanchez, & Villada., 2008; Pradena & Echaveguren, 2008) . The threshold for remoteness = 6. The rationale for this is the large spatial disparity. As Figure 2 (left) shows, the distances from places to their nearest hospitals are relatively heterogeneous. Assuming that all places with a distance that is more than three times greater than the average are treated identically does not seem justified with regard to this heterogeneity. Hence, the value was doubled to = 6. Given these adaptions, the ARIA index can be modified to the following formula, to give a more generic ARI:
These modifications aside, ARI is applied in the same fashion as ARIA to describe the remoteness R of a location, to calculate its change ∆R under simulated failure scenarios, and to identify vulnerable links on the basis of κE and critical links on the basis of κN. Furthermore, ARI can also be interpolated on the basis of geospatial techniques.
Basic approach of the large-scale implementation
The implementation of the generic accessibility index/model described here relies on Open Street Map (OSM), which is a freely and widely available source of road network and city point data, including point data on the service facilities. OSM data have been evaluated for accessibility tasks in Chile by Steiniger, Poorazizi, Scott, Fuentes, & Crespo (2016) . Steiniger et al. admit some quality constraints but recommend the data in the absence of other alternatives, given that in Chile road data are administered by several ministries, and are often inconsistent and always hard to acquire.
The software used for this approach is PostgreSQL version 9.3.14, and pgRouting (v. 2.4.1) to provide geospatial routing and other network analysis functionality. The OSM data of the study region are imported into a spatial database. The graph needed for routing is then created, by defining a file which names the road classes required, resulting in the routable G (N, E) . The data preparation of the OSM dataset is performed in an automated fashion. The transformation of the simple road network into a topologically correct graph ensures fast computation for large datasets. In the next step, the attributes of the point data are considered with respect to the existing service facilities -hospitals, police stations and fire stations. These previously separate datasets are merged into a graph enabling routing capabilities. Next, the places of interest (POI), mainly settlements and disaster facility locations, are merged with the road network. The algorithm automatically finds the node N on the graph which is closest to the POI. Information regarding the vertex (node on the graph) to which it is nearest, and at what distance, is then associated with the POI. When no such vertex is available, new vertices are integrated automatically. The edges E are split in two by these new vertices. Afterwards, the Dijkstra Algorithm is used to find the shortest paths from all the vertices of the POI to all the vertices of facilities of type F, using road distances and weigtings for the paths. Finally, the ARI index is calculated using Equation 4. The actual index calculation, therefore, is based on the shortest paths between all towns and cities. Optionally, the weights of single road segments are adapted according to road attributes, e.g. surface material and speed limit. In the case of Chile, there are three categories for the attribute 'road surface': asphalt, gravel and dirt.
Preliminary results
In a preliminary study, Región XI de Aysen was analysed regarding road network vulnerability. As functional centres (Fs), hospitals were used, of which five are found within the Región (Coyhaique, Puerto Cisnes, Puerto Aisen, Chile Chico, Cochrane). At the outset, the status quo -(i.e. the actual status of the road network, without any disruption) of ARI was calculated on the basis of the values presented in Figure 2 . Table 3 visualizes the findings.
As Figure 2 (centre) shows, the ARI describes remoteness R in Región XI in a plausible fashion. Places close to hospitals yield low values; places distant from them yield larger values. Due to the ωT values, it is not only distance that influences ARI, but also road quality. For instance, places 07, 40 and 41, despite being fairly close to Puerto Cisnes hospital, yield high values, since people have to travel over dirt roads to get there. The opposite is the case for paved roads, like place 12. The area in the triangle Coyhaique -Puerto Cisnes -Chile Chico, where paved roads are found, yields the lowest values.
Particularly isolated places are 29 to 31 in the south, and the places far north of Puerto Cisnes. Here, construction of an additional road may reduce people's vulnerability in case of disasters. In the next step, critical links were identified (see Figure 2) . First, road segments were removed from the dataset one by one (i.e. there was no simultaneous removal of several segments). Then, places κN that suffered at least ∆ ( , ) ≥ 1 were identified. If ≥ 2, the road was considered critical, highlighted in red in Figure 2 (right) . A large road segment in the north of Puerto Cisnes was identified as being critical, because as many as 11 locations will become isolated if the road is disrupted there. To the south and to the north of Coyhaique, other critical segments are found. This is where 16, 17 and 18 connect to their service centre (Coyhaique hospital). This situation could be improved by connecting these locations to Chile Chico as well. Another segment leading to Chile Chico is critical. If it is disrupted, places 18 and 19 cannot reach their service centre. Here, spatial planning could reduce road network vulnerability, by connecting the small road segment running south-west of 19 with the road segment running south-east from Chile Chico.
Discussion
This paper has presented a modification (ARI) of the ARIA index by Taylor & Susilawati (2012) and GISCA (2009), for spatial planning purposes in Chile. Note that mathematically ARI is similar to ARIA, but takes into account some particularities of the country. Hence, it maintains the advantages of an existing, tested and validated method, correcting only for some locally determined shortcomings. ARI does not provide substantial contributions to the methodological advancement of CRITIS research according to the state of the art in developed countries. However, research in developing countries follows a different logic of innovation. Here, the question is not so much finding methodological innovations in the sense of new and better algorithms, exploiting new and better datasets, combining individual disciplines perspectives and elaborating more potent explanatory models. Rather, innovation is more strongly focused on the question of how insightful and valid analysis can be performed in a context of data scarcity, uncertainties in datasets and gaps in basic knowledge. At the same time, particularities have to be taken into account that differ from those of developed countries. For instance, road materials vary, conditions regarding traffic jams differ, contrasts between centres and periphery are much more pronounced. These are the typical challenges that technology-intensive research methods (e.g. remote sensing, GIS, CRITIS) face in developing countries (Braun, Sturm-Hentschel, & Hinz, 2018; SturmHentschel, Braun, Hinz, & Vogt, 2013) . This is where the contribution of this paper lies.
CRITIS research based on ARIA and ARI has several advantages from the perspective of spatial planning and regional science (see Sections 1, 2, 4 and 5). Firstly, the indices maintain a geographical perspective by using geographical distances d(x, y). They do not reduce the spatial distribution of objects to their topological dimension, i.e. to G(N, E) . Such a perspective is insightful for other disciplines active in CRITIS research (e.g. some engineering and economics disciplines). However, spatial planning always needs to relate its considerations and decisions to geographical space.
A particular advantage of the indices is the normalization: the indices use relative remoteness, which stresses the relationship between remoteness and spatial disparities (Wu & Gopinath, 2008) . Spatial disparities are important to spatial planning, because they often concern negative phenomena (such as differences in public welfare, local unemployment and rural depopulation), which spatial planning tries to manage proactively (Wu and Gopinath, 2008; Venables, 2005; Rodriguez-Pose and Gill, 2004 The indices require relatively little data -just some basic representation of the road network and its quality, for instance in a GIS, and information about the location of the service centres F. More sophisticated data sources (such as traffic flow, travel time etc.), which furthermore differ according to the scenario under investigation, are not required. Hence, the indices are applicable to large countries such as Chile. Although the indices require little data, they do provide some information on the demand-side of the road network as well, because ARIA (and hence ARI) does not consider G(N, E) merely topologically. Rather, ARIA and ARI implicitly account also for demand and road users' behaviour. They assume that people in disaster scenarios will try to reach a service centre -or get reached by emergency agencies from a service centre. Remoteness R is straightforwardly defined by people's possibilities to get aid from the service centres. Hence, the indices are applicable to spatial planning efforts in disaster risk reduction. The fact that ARIA/ARI are relatively data-sparse make them relatively straightforward to interpret, analyse, compare and modify. For instance, the indices can be meaningfully interpolated to produce spatially-explicit maps, thus highlighting spatial disparities in terms of remoteness and disaster resilience. Such interpolation may not be possible for more sophisticated algorithms. Another advantage is the interpretability by a large range of actors. Taylor & Susilawati (2012) produced visual maps and failure scenarios which can be interpreted correctly by various actors, such as political stakeholders and emergency agencies. A final advantage of the mathematical simplicity is that the indices can be adapted to the particular requirements of the study site at hand.
However, these advantages have to be set against several considerable disadvantages. First of all, since ARIA and ARI primarily focus on distances d(x, y) to service centres (L or F respectively), they cannot be used effectively to assess the vulnerabilities within the service centres. Although regional capitals will have d(x, y) = 0∀ , , i.e. implying a remoteness R = 0, the results may be misinterpreted. It does not mean the road network is not vulnerable there; it simply shows that ARIA and ARI are not meaningful within urban areas, and that other methods have to be applied to assess road network vulnerability there (Lomax, Schrank, Turner, & Margiotta (2003) .
Secondly, since the indices do not use traffic flow, they are, of course, not meaningful in contexts which depend on the analysis of such data, for instance in network economy. These disciplines will acknowledge that ARIA and ARI stress resilience strategies in disaster risk reduction by spatial planning and that their particular research question will have to rely on other descriptors of road network vulnerability. Thirdly, the upper thresholds for remoteness are defined individually for different regions. This makes sense given the disparities between the different regions in Chile (regarding policy, socio-economics, demographics, geography). Nonetheless, having a considerable difference between and (Región IX and Región X), for example, may create interpretation problems at the borders (where the interpolation of ARIIX and ARIX may contrast sharply). Nonetheless, the disparities change gradually from the central to the remote regions, such that these interpretation problems seem to be manageable. Finally, an important drawback of the indices is that they do not take into account the physical geography of the study sites, most of all the topography. Other approaches have been published in which topography is explicitly considered, which is crucial for calculating travel costs for instance. In order to analyse remoteness of places in the face of disaster, topography also plays a role, but may be less relevant. Furthermore, it is easy to include topography in future work, by extending ωT to ωT = f (rT , To, ...) , where topography To is represented by various appropriate factors.
As for any other method, ARI should not be overrated. It is an index, purpose designed for a particular problem (peripheral remoteness), from the perspective of particular disciplines (regional science), for a particular objective (vulnerability reduction, or increase in the resilience of CRITIS in developing countries). The authors assume that ARI is readily applicable and sufficiently generic to be transferred to similar settings in other countries. For other settings, different indices would have to be elaborated.
Road network vulnerability analysis based on ARI is relevant for spatial planning, because the index easily allows the analysis of disaster and planning scenarios. The model and concept of implementation presented here allow real-time application in case of any disaster affecting parts of the road network. The exclusion of these affected roads from the graph and a recalculation of the accessibility index enables the identification of critical areas, characterized by insufficient access to service facilities. Disaster scenarios can be simulated by intentionally degrading the graph (e.g. by deleting edges) and analysing the consequences. Planning scenarios can be evaluated and compared straightforwardly. ARI, thanks to its mathematical structure, allows for three different strategies to be compared. Consider a scenario analysis which demonstrates that a subregion is prone to becoming isolated during disasters, since it is connected by only a single dirt road ωT which, due to its winding course, implies a lengthy journey dF to the hospital F. We refer to the the first strategy as the ωT -strategy. It consists in improving road quality. The second, dF -strategy, consists in building a shorter, more direct road. The third is the F -strategy, which consists in leaving the road network as it is and constructing a hospital within the isolated subregion instead. Note that these strategies can be straightforwardly analysed and compared with a consistent methodology, e.g. modifying the road network and service centres in a GIS and recalculating ARI, followed by Kriging. The results would be ∆R layers for each of the strategies under comparison. These layers could be integrated easily into cost-benefit analyses, in the planning process.
Conclusion and future work
The approach for the analysis of road network vulnerability in Chile presented here is derived from published and tested literature. It combines the requirements of spatial planning for disaster risk reduction with the requirements of developing countries, where data availability is an issue. The approach has been proven to be generally feasible. In future work, the road networks of the entire country will be analysed (after some further evaluation of the methodology). Despite the fact that the approach was developed for Chile, thanks to its generic structure there are no a priori limitations for a transferability to comparable cases. Future analysis will build upon the general research lines in the 2016 World Risk Report (Garschagen, Hagenlocher, Sabelfeld, & Lee, 2016) and the approach proposed by Schintler, Gorman, Kulkarni, & Stough (2007) for the analysis for CRITIS vulnerability. The latter propose to analyse CRITIS according to the following workflow. The first step is infrastructure assessment, for example of the road network, according to several parameters, namely density, capacity, bottlenecks, structure, baseline maintenance costs and interdependencies. For transport infrastructures, this translates into areas that are densely developed with major and minor roads leading to numerous locations (hospitals, power plants, administrative centres etc.) and connecting roads. This provides a general evaluation of the state of vulnerability of the critical infrastructure.
Schintler, Gorman, Kulkarni, & Stough's next step is verification. The general image of CRITIS vulnerability is verified by failure simulation, which consists in identifying the most vulnerable nodes and most critical edges. This step confirms whether the general assessment of CRITIS vulnerability is correct and leads to the third step, consequence estimation. For each failure scenario, three types of consequences are evaluated. Firstly, the population affected (e.g. the number of people isolated); secondly, the businesses affected (e.g. an economic indicator of the number of enterprises isolated, or their percentage contribution to the last gross regional product); thirdly, the interdependent infrastructures affected (e.g. the number of hospitals becoming unreachable in case of infrastructure failure).
